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CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
The concept of CSR has three vectors:
Since 2017, TELS has practiced corporate social responsibility (CSR)
focusing on certain effective activities to ensure an adequate standard of
living for its employees, participate in social development and protect the
environment for future generations.
Corporate social responsibility for TELS is not just responsibility to
the people and businesses we come across in work, it is a philosophy
defining both business strategy and social activities.

1

responsibility to society (legislation,
environment, society);

2

responsibility to employees;

3

charity.
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RESPONSIBILITY TO SOCIETY
(legislation, environment, society)

Compliance with all the laws and regulations on business
management in the countries where TELS works has been
obligatory for all the employees and business units since company’s
foundation.
TELS’s responsibility to society lies not only in transparent activities
and high quality of the provided services, but also in responsibility
for the environmental impact of company’s activities.

To protect the environment, TELS constantly:
• maintains ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System;
• minimizes the consumption of natural resources
and ensures efficient and safe disposal of waste;
• creates its own fleet of cars with high environmental
performance;
• chooses partners complying with environmental
standards.

OUR EVENTS

FOREST DAY AT TELS
FAMILY ECOLOGICAL SATURDAY

Transport companies cannot deny the negative environmental impact
of transportation. Besides compliance with technical environmental
standards, the company can also make steps aimed at restoring the
natural balance.
Annually, the company holds several environmental events one of
which is taking part in Forest Week republican event.
On April 20, TELS supported by the forestry of Lahoisk region
took part in the environmental tree-planting campaign. This day 38
employees with their children planted 1.5 hectares of forest. This is
more than 8K young trees!
This event helped reduce air pollution from car emissions into the
atmosphere as well as was a good example for the children!

april 2019

OUR EVENTS

FIRST AID
TRAINING COURSE
PROVIDED BY THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS

In 2019, 18 drivers and 20 office employees from TELS supported
by Red Cross specialists took part in thew pilot first aid training
course. The aim of the course was to go through emergency
cases which are most frequent in trucker’s work.
After completing the course, everyone received an international
certificate allowing the 18 drivers to provide qualified first aid
(including on the territory of the EU countries).
Such courses enrich TELS employees with useful skills and make
the world around us a safer place.

april 2019
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SOCIAL POLICY
FOR COMPANY EMPLOYEES

TELS seeks to provide company employees with such working and
leisure-time conditions that help them work effectively and fulfill
themselves by achieving material wellfare. Company’s responsibility
to its employees is reflected in the following rules and regulations:
• compliance with employment guarantees provided by labor law;
• transparent reward system;
• equipment of the workplace in accordance with occupational
safety rules;
• 28-day annual leave;
• 2 paid vacation days for mothers raising two or more preschool
children;

•

shortened working day on Friday;

• soft adaptation and supervision programme
for new employees;
• corporate training
qualification upgrade;
•

center

and

fees

for

annual evaluation of experts and managers;

• corporate events, including for kids, and gifts
for employees’ children;
•

corporate football team;

• financial support for employees facing hard life
situations.

OUR EVENTS

PARTICIPATION
IN VIVA ROVAR
BIKE CARNIVAL
In 2019, TELS corporate team took part in the annual
Viva Rovar bicycle carnival, which is held in Minsk and
gathers more than 20K bicycle lovers, environmental
defenders and healthy lifestyle enthusiasts.
The goal is to promote cycling as an alternative and
convenient city transport mode to company employees
and the people.

may 2019

OUR EVENTS

THE BEST DIARY
CONTEST
Knowledge and high motivation are some of TELS’s core
values. The annual diary contest among the children of
company employees is aimed to promote these qualities.
During the school year, pupils are trying to excel in
studies to win valuable prizes in three age groups at the
end of the year. Regardless of the final results, all the
participants receive bookstore certificates. The awarding
ceremony is held along with educational activities.

june 2019

OUR EVENTS

GETTING FIRST
GRADERS READY
FOR SCHOOL
In 2019, we started a new activity – First-Grader’s Set.
Stating school is rather stressful both for the child and
parents. TELS decided to make this event special - not
everyone can boast of a branded school accessory set
“given at mom’s work”.
The set includes the accessories recommended for first
graders with additional useful branded items.

august 2019

OUR EVENTS

MINSK
HALF MARATHON
Another tradition TELS established that year was
participation in Minsk half marathon promoting a healthy
lifestyle. In 2019, the marathon gathered a record
number of over 40K participants!
11 TELS employees conquered all distances having
run the total of 122 kilometers! For some, the marathon
became a personal challenge and an occasion to start
a new running habit, for others it was an opportunity to
pass a new milestone. Some members even got their
whole family running.

september 2019
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CHARITY
Anyone in trouble deserves a helping hand. To make charity
more effective, the company offers its employees the following
priority directions:
•

child and family welfare;

•

health, incl. financial and material aid to seriously ill children.

Below is the quote from the appreciation letter from Daria
Tsarik, the coordinator of the shelter:
“We sincerely appreciate the assistance you have provided with household
stuff for women with children who are becoming self-supporting. Such aid
gives more self-confidence and encourages them to continue the hard
journey to a new life.
Pencils, modelling clay, kinetic sand and much more are most suitable to work
on childhood traumas. We are especially grateful for for the valuable gifts as a
punchbag and gloves, which greatly help children work on their anger – when
they can’t take it out, they project it onto themselves by scratching their skin,
biting their nails until they bleed, pulling their hair out...
The laptops you gave are already in use! From now on there will ne no tension
due to the absence of access to the Internet, it will be easier for women to
look for work and communicate with relatives (if they live in the other country).
We thank everyone who made even the smallest contribution to this aid
project! You help all the broken souls believe that the world is a good place
with many good people in it!”

OUR EVENTS

MATERIAL ASSISTANCE
TO BATTERED WOMEN AND CHILDREN’S SHELTER

Radislava public association was created in Belarus in 2002.
One of its activities is offering shelter for battered women
and children (who receive a place to stay, clothes as well as
psychological and legal assistance).
As women leave their houses quickly, they need a lot of things
in a new place – clothes for them and their children, school
accessories, hygiene products, etc.
The organization is driven by donations, funds, volunteering
and financial aid.
In January 2019 after New Year holidays, the shelter was
overcrowded. There was not enough food, hygiene products,
clothes for children. That’s why the fund asked for help on their
social media page.

TELS employees decided to participate the same day.
The response was phenomenal – a huge amount of
things and hygiene products were collected in less
than a week. We sent part of them to the Touch of Life
fund, which is in charge of families in need and the
Oncology Centre in Barauliany.
Additionally, we purchased the equipment for the
shelter allowing psychotherapists to work with children
and adults there.
january 2019

OUR EVENTS

CHARITY
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
For the second time, TELS team took part in a charity football
tournament organized by SOS Children’s Villages.
All the participants and villagers look forward to this event
ever year. Interest, new acquaintances, communication, the
opportunity to play football with seniors during breaks and the
tournament itself, all this adds bright emotions to their lives.
The money raised from the tournament were donated to the
village and its small residents.

june 2019

OUR EVENTS

SUMMER
CHARITY MARATHON
Every year in June on World Children’s Day, the company organizes
a fundraising event. In 2019, we raised impressive amounts of money,
which were donated to:
1) install an air conditioner in the laboratory of the children’s oncology
center in Barauliany, which helped store reagents required for tests
in abnormal heat that July;
2) help Demidova Sofia raise funds for treatment in Germany;
3) buy a laptop, educational toys and valuable didactic materials
for a day-care orphanage in Valozhyn (helping children with special
needs).

june 2019

OUR EVENTS

MAGIC SLEIGH
EVENT
Supported by the Touch of Life fund, we were able to
organize the Magic Sleigh event. Children treated at the
Republican Oncology Center in Barauliany wrote letters
to Santa Claus and TELS employees helped Santa
Claus fulfill their wishes.
Over 300 gifts from slippers to a mobile phone and an
electronic piano were prepared by TELS employees for
the kids.

december 2019
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